A streamlined approach to wrapping - using the wrap and wrapping techniques that work best for your CDU, will all be explored in our upcoming study day.

Sterval have teamed up with our partner and expert in wraps, Blue Medical, to provide a practical, hands-on study day on this critical topic.

Register by Tues. 5th March at carol@sterval.com. All participants are invited to submit by that date, any questions or topics they would like covered during the study day and we will do our best to include these on the day.

Closing Date is Tues 5th March for Registration & to submit questions to be covered on the day email: carol@sterval.com
Agenda

10.00  Meet & Greet - Registration

10.30. Welcome - Michael Meagher, Sterval

10.35  Blue Medical Presentation - Topic No 1 - Wrap types, construction and properties.
       Q & A

10.55  Sterval - Video Presentation No 1 - Inside the Autoclave
       Q & A

11.10  Blue Medical Presentation - Topic No 2 - Wet Loads
       Q & A

11.30  Coffee Break

11.45  Sterval Video presentation No 2 - Steam Sterilisation
       Q & A

12.00  Blue Medical presentation Topic 3 - Wrap techniques & container v wrap
       Q & A

12.15  Your Questions Answered.
       Discussion around the topics and questions submitted by participants beforehand

12.30  Break

12.45  Workshop / Wrapping competition / Feedback on techniques

13.20. Closing and competition results